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CONTACTING THE CLUB
Chairman: Bernard ‘Robbie’ Robinson, 79 Templar Road, Oxford, OX2 8LY.
 T: 01865 450899  E: bernard.robinson@oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk
Secretary: Alec Hillyar, Field House Farm, Watford Road, Crick, Northamptonshire NN6
7TG T: 01788 822224 E: al.h@mail.com
Treasurer/Club Renewals: Dick Hardwick, 117 Clifton Road, Shefford, Beds. SG17
5AG T: 01462 816018 E: treasurer@oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk
Souvenirs/Regalia/Garfitts spares: Richard Jones, 13 The Avenue,
Hambrook, West Sussex, PO18 8TZ. T: 01243 575937
E: lawnmower.jones@hotmail.co.uk
Grassbox Editor: William Proudfoot The Old Rectory, Fawkham, Longfield, Kent. DA3
8LX T: 01474 707513 E: wproudfoot@firenet.uk.net
President: Keith Wootton, 9 Blisworth Road, Gayton, Northampton, NN7 3YT: T:01604
859402 / 07778 315966  E: keith.wootton@oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk

TONY HOPWOOD
We are extremely sad to report that our
friend, fellow collector and former club
chairman Tony Hopwood died at the
end of June.
Tony was well-known to many mem-
bers. He originally joined in 1995 and I
first met him soon afterwards when he
came to our annual rally with one of his
beloved Dennis mowers. Over the
years, at numerous events and on the
telephone, we spent many happy times
discussing mowers and his other inter-
ests which were many and varied.
Unusually among collectors Tony used
his mowers on a regular basis, particu-
larly one of his 1920s Dennises. One of
his eccentricities was to mow the lawn
with this machine every Boxing Day. In
fact he amassed quite a variety of differ-
ent Dennis machines including some
very early models and the unique
“Shingler” with the large brush between
the cutting cylinder and front roller.

Tony’s enthusiasm for mowers led to
some interesting opportunities, includ-
ing appearances in newspapers and
magazines. He once supplied a Dennis
with trailer seat for the Royal Shake-
speare Company to use in a production
(Richard III I think) at Stratford. Tony
modified the machine with a suitable
engine cut-out but sadly the “health and
safety” people (much to his frustration)
ultimately decided it could not be run
indoors. On another occasion he of-
fered a mower for a film called “The
Gathering Storm” about Winston
Churchill. On delivering the mower to
Chartwell he was asked by the director
to operate it on set and can be seen
right at the beginning of the film tearing
across the lawn.
He once told me that he had originally
intended studying modern languages at
university but decided at the last minute
to follow his heart into electrical engi-
neering. Early in his career he worked
for a number of companies, one of

Front cover: A gardener with a particularly fine set of whiskers sits on his Greens
Pony Mower. This model was marketed under the Silens Messor name, and post
1905 had a nameplate. This could be a 26”, 28” or 30” model, as all were of this
style. This is a late 19th century model, with the clutch for the rear roller in the
centre, between the two halves of the roller.
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which designed and built military air-
craft. Later, he followed other passions
such as running an antiquarian book-
shop, hosting a programme on local
radio and studying sunspots.
These all reflected Tony’s wide-ranging
interest in all things
vintage. He had a
large collection of vin-
tage radios and early
electronic valves and
was a leading author-
ity on their design
and operation. True
to form, he regularly
listened to Radio 4 on
one of his collection.
He also had an ex-
tensive collection of
antiquarian science
books, especially
covering electrical
and radio theory.
Among his vintage
machines were a
number of stationary
engines and an Aus-
tin 7 motor car which
had regular run-outs
to local events.
Tony was a popular
choice as chairman of our club when I
stood down in 2009. Although he only
served in this role for a year he brought
enthusiasm and a number of ideas
which helped us move forward. Over
the years he contributed regularly to
Grassbox with a range of informative
and humorous articles looking at all
aspects of mower collecting and offer-
ing advice to others. It was typical of
Tony to offer advice and support sin-
cerely and willingly whenever asked.
For many of us Tony will perhaps be
most closely associated with his work in

establishing our presence at the Mal-
vern Autumn Show. From smallish be-
ginnings in the late 1990s with Tony at
the helm this has become one of our
biggest events of the year with mem-
bers attending from all over the country.

Tony was always
keen for our display
to feature working
machines. As always
he led from the front
by running a Dennis
and British Anzani
Lawnrider at every
opportunity.
Tony had been mar-
ried to his wife Mary
for almost 50 years
when she died late
last year after a long
illness. Soon after,
he decided to move
from the home they
shared for over 30
years in the Worces-
tershire countryside
into something more
modest in Upton-on-
Severn. The last
time I spoke to him
just before his move

a couple of months ago he was on good
form, relating news of son Anthony and
daughter Amy, and looking forward to a
number of projects with his usual posi-
tivity. Sadly none of these will now
come to pass. He was the best of us
and we will miss him greatly.

Keith Wootton

The committee will be considering ide-
as to commemorate Tony and will in-
clude more details in the next edition of
Grassbox.
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Most years when I write the annual rally
report I tell the story of the weekend in
sequence. It makes sense but I suspect
it becomes a little boring for anyone
who wasn’t there (and probably for
those who were) to hear about some of
the more mundane aspects of the
event. For me, the annual rally has
always been about two things – the
people who are able to attend and the
mowers they bring. On that basis I think
it’s fair to say that this year was as good
as any that have gone before.
This year was the 25th anniversary of
the first club rally held way back in
1990. When these milestones occur it’s
natural to become a little nostalgic I
suspect. Back then the club was less
than a year old and we had far fewer
members but even so we had a good
turnout. It was therefore more than
pleasing to me that a number of mem-
bers who were with me at that very first
event were present this year, including
founding members Andrew Grout and
John Bloxham who had also been at the
museum’s lawn mower get-together a
year earlier where we first had the idea
for the club. Other 1990 veterans
present this year included John Bar-
nard, Richard Dent, Andrew Hall and
Mike Duck, and Brian Radam. All of
them have been more or less every
year since. There were also plenty of
members who have been coming since
the second or third year, including Rob-
bie, Alec Hillyar, Steve Smith, John
Dyer, Christopher and William Proud-
foot, Stan and Jonathan Hardwick, Ri-
chard Jones, Geoff Christopher, and

probably a few others who I have inex-
cusably forgotten to mention.
I should also like to make a special
mention of four members who had
made the journey from further afield.
Jim Ricci (USA), Alan Hardwick (USA
but formerly UK), Donal Flynn (Ireland)
and Alan Mattingly (New Zealand) have
all been before but it seemed especially
fitting on this anniversary year. The
committee appreciate that for many of
our members, whether in the UK and
particularly overseas, that visiting the
annual rally is too expensive or other-
wise difficult but there’s always next
year.
But like all clubs much as we rely on the
support of the stalwarts we need to
bring in newer members who have only
recently discovered our hobby (or the
club) or the youngsters who are starting
to spread their wings. Considering the
number of newer and younger mem-
bers (Seb Austin, Daniel Mortimer,
Gavin Davies and others) who were
present I would like to think the hobby
(or the club) will be in good hands in
another 25 years. Of course there were
plenty of members who have been
coming to Milton Keynes for many
years as well but it’s not possible to
mention them by name. I thank you all.
We were extremely lucky with the
weather this year considering it rained
every day the week before and again on
the Monday afterwards. This helps be-
cause although the museum has lots of
sheltered areas the event it is naturally
an outdoor occasion.
The auction on the Sunday morning
attracted a lot of interest, as always.

ANNUAL RALLY REPORT
By Keith Wootton
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There were fewer lots this year which
helped to keep proceedings shorter.
Star lots included an Atco HY (sold for
£42), British Anzani Lawnrider (£22)
and a 16” Ransomes Patent Gear Au-
tomaton (£100). There is full list on the
club website. The average hammer
price was around 50% higher than last
year (£23 ave, 22 lots vs £15 ave, 65
lots) but with fewer lots sold the accu-
mulated commission (which we always
donate to the museum) was also small-
er.
We had originally suggested we wanted
fewer lots of higher quality than in re-
cent years and this may have been a
factor in the higher
prices. At our commit-
tee meeting in April,
however, we had
agreed not to impose
any limits or sanc-
tions on the number
of lots and in the end
we didn’t need to.
That said, nobody
from the membership
raised this as an is-
sue prior to the event.
Nevertheless, I think
we will retain the “all
lots welcome” format

in the future but a shorter auction does
leave more time for other things on the
day.
The AGM was held on the Sunday af-
ternoon and it was our intention to be in
the museum’s hall of transport as usual.
Everything was arranged, the chairs
and tables ready to put out and all we
needed was to ask the museum’s direc-
tor to move a couple of vehicles out of
the building to make room. It was only
then that we discovered that the “Road
Phone” (below) (the world’s largest
working telephone since you ask) had
taken some form of Viagra because the
giant handset on the rear of the vehicle

was up in the air and
wouldn’t come down.
It couldn’t go through
the building’s door-
way so there wasn’t
enough room inside.
We decided to relo-
cate the meeting out-
side (above) but this
made it harder for
some of the commit-
tee members to make
themselves heard
which wasn’t ideal to
say the least. Despite
this the formal as-
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pects of the meeting were conducted in
good time and members were able to
ask some questions about the club. For
the record, the chairman reported that
membership is stable at over 500, the
treasurer reported we made a small
surplus of £1734 in the year to end of
April, and the secretary reported there
had been no formal correspondence of
significance. Club shop keeper Richard
Jones announced some new items are
available with more to
follow soon (lists from
Richard and on the
website). The principal
officers and committee
were all elected for an-
other year. Robbie pro-
posed that Alec Hillyar
be made an honorary
life member in recogni-
tion of his continuous
service on the commit-
tee since 1993 and this
was passed “nem con”.
At the end of the meet-
ing I made my annual
President’s Address.
As part of this I present-
ed Brenda Stanford
with a plant to thank her
for her continued work
in processing new
memberships and add-
ing their details to the database we use.
Richard Dent was presented with the
Charlie Jones Award. This annual
award recognises a club member who
has made a contribution to the aims of
the club “above and beyond” and Rich-
ard is a deserving recipient having been
to every annual rally since 1990 as well
as helping numerous members over the
years and donating a number of items
to the museum.

This year also marked the 20th anniver-
sary of the Andrew Grout Plate, the
most prestigious of all our awards. This
is presented to the owner of the ma-
chine which members present wish
they could take home. Over the years
we have had a number of multiple win-
ners so it was perhaps fitting that this
year someone different won the award.
Members vote throughout the Sunday
and it’s usually pretty clear who the

contenders are. This year was no ex-
ception and two of the three front-run-
ners were owned by people who had
not won before. In the end the victor by
a whisker was Mike Harvey (right) for
his newly found (at a bring-and-buy
sale) Samuelson hand mower which
beat by the odd vote the large Pennsyl-
vania horse-drawn sidewheel machine
displayed by Donal Flynn and the al-
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most-original-condition Pennsylvania
displayed by John Barnard.
One aspect of the rally which we have
never managed to get right is the
theme. We have some good ideas and
plenty of people make an effort to bring
something relevant – and that’s it. Per-
haps we thought in the past that this
would be enough, that people would
spot the mowers that were part of the
theme on their own. However, this year
one of the theme ideas was to assem-
ble as many different Silens Messor
machines and then display them in a
timeline. Plenty of machines were
brought along but we never got round to
the line-up, probably because nobody
thought to do it on the day, which is
really down to the committee (including
me). Nobody really mentioned it on the

day – not to me at least but
a number did afterwards.
I’m sure we’ll make a better
fist of it next year whatever
theme we choose.
We introduced a new an-
nual award this year, spon-
sored by Clive Gravett’s
“Budding Foundation” for
the best Grassbox article
during the past year. This
winner as selected by Clive
and William Proudfoot,
Grassbox editor, was An-
gus Shapland for his piece
on Ransomes rear rollers
in Grassbox 91. Angus is
not only a regular contribu-
tor to Grassbox but also
one of the most active
members of our website
forum where he provides

lots of technical advice so the award
was doubly deserved. He wasn’t at the
event but Ray Hogben met up with him
in Kent the week after to do the honours.
The Spot the Part Competition was
awarded to Daniel Mortimer who like
many others correctly identified all five
items (the winner decided by drawing
from a hat containing correct entries).
Bill Outram decided not to award his
annual “Best Working Machine” prize
this year because he considered none
of the qualifying machines to be up to
scratch. Hopefully we’ll all make a bet-
ter effort in the future.
Finally, most members present on ei-
ther day received their souvenir item –
this year a poster featuring 25 historic
machines. Anyone who did not receive
a copy on the day can request one for
free from Richard Jones. Additional
copies can also be purchased from Ri-
chard.

Keith Wootton presents Richard Dent
(left) with the Charlie Jones award.
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Keith referred to John Barnard’s Penn-
sylvania in his article, and I thought it
worthy of a few pictures in
the magazine. As  mower, it
isn’t overly rare, being one
of the later Letchworth
made versions, although as
a 10” model it is an uncom-
mon size for Pennsylvanias.
What makes it special
though is that to all intents
and purposes it has never
been used. It gives us a rare
insight into how machines
were when they left the fac-
tory. Most extraordinary are
labels, which are not trans-
fers, but labels made of
thick paper, and stuck on,
they clearly would never last
very long in regular use

even on the outside of the
grassbox and delivery
plate, but the most amaz-
ing survival, which must
surely be unique now are
the instructions for using
the delivery plate and
grassbox which are an-
other paper label that fills
most of the inside of the
delivery plate, seen oppo-
site. This would clearly
not survive in regular use
for more than one outing!
The picture below shows
the cutting cylinder where
you will notice the feath-
ered back edges of the
blade have gold paint on
them. Note also the red
lines around the edge of
the grassbox. These are
a feature of the the earlier
USA made machines too.

This lawnmower is a remarkable survi-
vor indeed.
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1.Reliable sparks for working
flywheel magnetos
Those who use their classic mower or
cultivator to do a job of work will know
the frustration of the loss of spark from
a contact breaker (points) ignition sys-
tem suffering from damp or corrosion.
Keeping points clean and in adjustment
usually requires some dismantling and
in some cases the removal of the fly-
wheel and subsequent re-timing of the
engine.
On many engines this annoyance can
be eliminated by replacing the points
with a inexpensive, small solid-state
trigger module. These are fit and forget
components and apparently work by
sensing the build up of magnetic flux in
the coil and triggering the spark at the
optimum point in the two or four stroke
cycle. In many cases they can be fitted
within the flywheel with no external sign
of the modification. Also, if required,
and with careful installation, the proc-
ess is reversible so that originality may
be restored in the future. I prefer to fit
them externally so that in the rare event
of a module failing it is a quick and easy
job to replace it but in 30 years of fitting
them to my own and customers’ ma-
chines I have never experienced a fail-
ure yet!
The two modules illustrated are availa-
ble in the UK and have been used suc-
cessfully with Villiers, BSA, Suffolk and
Kohler engines with contact breaker
points and separate condensers
(capacitors). Some later Villiers and
Suffolk magnetos have the condenser
encapsulated within the coil and I have
no experience of the modules' suitabili-
ty in that application.

TWO TECHNICAL TIPS
By Angus Shapland

A magneto in original state top, and
after modification with a trigger
module in the middle.
Below, a trigger module fitted ex-
ternally.
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2. Rust Removal Using
Electrolysis
Many members may be familiar with the
process of electrolytic rust removal from
steel components where the part is sus-
pended in a an electrolyte solution and
subjected to a small electric current to
lift the rust.
Simply put, rust can be removed from a
negative electrode and transferred to
the positive.  The liquid used for the
process is a fairly dilute washing soda,
so nothing that is hard to come by or
particularly hazardous. This website
link explains the process and set-up.
http://myweb.tiscali.co.uk/andyspatch/r
ust.htm

I have successfully used a modified
version to remove rust from the interior
of several mower fuel tanks and also
the much larger tank from my Lambret-
ta scooter.
The process is the same as that de-
scribed but the tank itself is used to both
contain the electrolyte and as the nega-
tive electrode. The positive electrode is
inserted through the filler neck and in-
sulated from the tank both at the point
of entry and anywhere where it might
inadvertently touch the inside. The pic-
tures give an indication of the set up
needed.

A normal battery charger provides power

A Marquis fuel tank is shown with the
positive electrode in place. Note the
insulating sealant between the tank
which is itself one electrode and the
positive electrode.

Above is the electrode half way
through, while below is the rust scraped
off the electrode afterwards.
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ANNUAL RALLY PARTS COMPETITION
By Dick  Hardwick

For many of our 25 year's of A.G.M. rallies Richard Jones has run the “name
these parts”competition – a simple, fun, test of knowledge of mower bits and
pieces. It has always seemed to me to be a pity that only those present have been
able to test their skills, so last year I sent a numbered photo of the parts to the
Editor together with the competition for ALL readers to “have a go”. I've done the
same again this year for you. It's harder than doing it at the rally, on the day, but
why not try it? You have a 50% chance of getting each correct answer!
You simply have to select from the options below what each numbered item is in
the picture; correct answers are given on page 14 of this issue of Grassbox.

1 Atco Standard tool box.      Ransomes Mk.7 tool box.
2 Ransomes Marquis chain cover.    Suffolk Punch chain cover.
3 Ransomes Ajax gear cover bung.   J.P. Super chain cover bung.
4 Qualcast Panther handles (early model).  Webb handles (early model).
5 Ransomes Minor fuel tank bracket.   Atco Standard fuel tank bracket.

How about putting your score in the website forum, so we can see what a clever
lot you all are.

1

2

3

5

4
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TREASURER'S REPORT
Keith Wotton has given you an insight
on happenings at the Rally, so all I want
to do is to add a few notes on Club
finance, as at end of year 30th April
2015.
Income over expenditure was a healthy
£1734 compared with £164 at the end
of financial year 2014, mainly because
of lower stock purchase and more sales
this year for the shop, particularly of
transfers. This might be a good sign of
increasing restoration work being com-
pleted – or it may be, as with me, signs
of members with restoration ambition
years ahead of likely achievement ! “Ï'll
buy the transfers now, to be
sure of having them” is often
muttered over the latest ac-
quisition of rusty metal,
vaguely in the form of a
mower, that will gently
“mature” in the workshop for
years before being touched
again – if it is ever, other
than to move it on.
Club income from subscrip-
tions at £5227, was about
£500 lower than in 2014,
partly because last year we
had about 20 new members
joining late in the accounting
year so their initial subscrip-
tions covered this year too.
The end result is that things
are financially 'comfortable'
as we carry a little more than
£6000 into the new account-
ing year; the highest balance
ever in our 25 years' existence.
Dick Hardwick,  Honorary Treasurer.

SPARES
Contact Richard Jones on 01243
575937 or by email at
lawnmower.jones@hotmail.co.uk  to or-
der bottom blades, cutting cylinders and
fixing screws from Garfitt’s of Sheffield.
Items ordered through Richard are sub-
ject to special terms and you only need
to pay the club after the order is re-
ceived. Richard will also be able to offer
general advice on removal and replace-
ment of the blades.

Below: Dick Hardwick models the new
club overalls, available through the club
shop at £26.

ANNUAL RALLY SOUVENIR
Don’t forget to ask for your annual rally
souvenir if you were at the event but

CLUB SERVICES AND INFORMATION
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didn’t receive one. Contact Richard
Jones
(richard.jones@oldlawnmowerclub.co.
uk) for more details or use the address
inside the front cover.

DIARY DATES FOR 2015
Bedford Steam Rally
18/19/20  September
Any Club member who hasn't exhibited
at this rally before is welcome to join the
regulars, for all 3 days or even just one
day. They should contact Dick Hard-
wick for information. Tel: 01462 816018
or email: hadw2@aol.com

Malvern Autumn Show
26/27 September
Details from Keith Wootton

Further details of these and other
events on the club website.

WEBSITE
The planned upgrade of the website
was completed during February. The
changes were necessary to improve
the security of the website and to bring
the underlying content management
system up to date. You won’t notice
much different at the moment but the
upgrade will allow us to include more
new content more easily in the future.
We will also be adding new sections,
the first of which is an online version of
the Directory of Lawn Mower Manufac-
turers and Models that was previously
only available as a paper booklet. Plac-
ing this information online will make it
more accessible to members and will
also enable authorised editors to make
changes and add entries more quickly.
For the time being this information will
remain as part of the Members Only
section of the website which means you
will need to log on using the generic

password published in each Grassbox
or your own account (if you have one).
Looking further ahead we want to add
more suppliers, places of interest,
events, details of machines, copies of
operating manuals and so on. We also
want to increase the number of single-
make specialists so that we can answer
more queries from members and the
general public who visit the site and
send in emails. Anyone interested in
helping should in the first instance
contact Keith Wootton
(keith.wootton@oldlawnmowerclub.co.
uk) for more information.

WEBSITE PASSWORD
The generic password used for basic
access to the website will change short-
ly after this edition of Grassbox is is-
sued. A notification will appear on the
website. The new details will be:
Username: olcmember
Password: Suffolk1955!
Members with their own username and
password are not affected by this
change.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
Renewal notices were sent out during
June to everyone who should rejoin this
year. If your “until” date on the address
label used to send this Grassbox says
2015 that means you. If it says anything
else, you don’t need to rejoin this year.
If you’ve already rejoined and the label
still says 2015, don’t worry – we can’t
do everything immediately…

PARTS COMPETITION ANSWERS
1 =  Atco Standard tool box.
2 =  Qualcast Panther handles.
3 = J.P. Super chain cover bung.
4 = Atco Standard fuel tank bracket.
5 = Ransomes Marquis chain cover.
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FOR SALE
Complete set of Grassbox, the OLC’s magazine,

from issue 1. Free to good home. C: Dennis
Mitchell. T:  01244 400666 (Chester)

14” Greens SM, s/n 320471, with draw bar, no
grass box; 14” Ransomes Patent Chain Au-
tomaton, no grassbox, no draw bar; 14” Pat-
ent Gear Auto, with gear covers & draw bar,
no grassbox; 14” Patent Gear Auto, with
gear covers & draw bar & grassbox; 14” Ran-
somes Anglia, no grassbox. Open to offers.
C: Brian Hornsey. T: 01256 816188
(Basingstoke) E:
brianhornsey26@gmail.com

14in 1960s Webb battery/electric c/w box offers.
C:  Antony Green T 01844 281118
(Tetsworth, Oxon).#

24” Garfitts Trimmer, 1980s, with grassbox. C:
Derek McMullan E:
derek.m@premierplanters.co.uk T: 01444
259654 (Brighton)

Greens hand mower, possibly SM Junior. C: Neil
T: 07788 854031 (Essex)#

Allen Scythe T: 07884 247703 (Unknown)#
12 or 16” Atco kick start C: John Craine T: 07863

118468 (Warwick)#
22” Atco with handle start, c/w box C: Malcolm

Price T: 07970 020404 (Woodstock)#
12" JP Maxees, c1965, c/w box, £50 C: Mr Mar-

shalsea T: 02392 379710 E:
e.marshalsea@o2.co.uk (Portsmouth)#

16" Atco Admiral, 2000, c/w B&S, c/w box,
£50ono C: Helen Brewin T: 01420 85904 E:
mail@helenbrewin.plus.com (Basingstoke)#

34" Atco, c/w retro fitted Honda 5.5HP, c/w box
C: Kevin Brown T: 01252 621291 E:
kevyb10@gmail.com (Fleet)#

12" Ransomes Ajax Mk3, c/w box, offers C: Bob
Thomson T: 07876 446712 E:
kingsthorpe83@btinternet.com (Dumfries)#

12" Ransomes Ajax Mk4, c/w box, £30 C: Mr S
Sharod T: 01268 794236 E:
ssharod1@hotmail.com (Basildon)#

14" Atco, c1950, c/w Villiers, c/w box, offers C:
Derek Slade T: 01704 573226 E:
slade.oliver@gmail.com (Southport)#

12" Ransomes Lioness Mk1 No, £90 C: Martin
Bell T: 07740 761371 E:
m.bell700@btinternet.com (Belfast)#

20" Brott 2C sit on mower, c/w B&S FTGH C:
Linda Buckle T: 01576 510215 E:
linda.buckle@hotmail.com (Lockerbie)#

36" Dennis Z3 m/number 116Z3, 1946, c/w Den-
nis No210 E78, c/w box, £50 C: Bruce Well-

ings T: 01508 493590 E:
brucewellings@btinternet.com (Norwich)#

12" Atco IB36H, 1960d, c/w Villiers, c/w box, of-
fers C: Mike Staniforth T: 01776 853627 E:
m.staniforth1947@btinternet.com
(Stranraer)#

24" Webb Groundsman type, c/w roller seat, c/w
Suzuki, £100ono C: Wilfred Longden T:
01636 830309 E:
joanne@jlongden.fsnet.co.uk (Newark)#

Selection of 14 hand mowers and 4 motor mow-
ers, 10”-20” sizes, plus various spares,
1940s-80s C: Dave T: 01273 554474 E:
vadeenbing@gmail.com (Brighton)#

9" JP Minor, 1934/1938, offers; 14" JP Maxees,
c/w box, offers C: Edward Masters T: 0116
2238645 E: Bilko85@hotmail.com
(Leicester)#

12" Qualcast Model E, c1950s, c/w box, £60 C:
David Sherwood T: 0208 4279387 E:
d.sherwood7@ntlworld.com (Harrow)#

24" Atco, 1950s, c/w Villiers, c/w box, £150 C:
Ian Michell T: 0208 420 2140 E:
wshe@btinternet.com (London)#

12" Ransomes 2 x Ajax Mk4, c/w box, offers C:
Derek Greenwood T: 01892 852889 E:
derekgreenwood06@gmail.com (Tunbridge
Wells)#

10" Webb Whippet Series 3, c/w box, £30 C:
Paul Battison E: grumpybatti@sky.com
(Liverpool)#

Two grass boxes, one 24" aluminium and one 24"
plastic, FTGH C: A Wylam T: 01789 268156
E: awylam@btinternet.com (Stratford on
Avon)#

JP mower, c/w box, FTGH. C: John St Clair Cox
E: johnstclaircox@virginmedia.com

WANTED
16” Ransomes Certes Mk10 or Mk12 push mow-

er. David Bolland T: 0161 4275669. E:
dbolland@talktalk.net, Stockport

Pre 1940 lawn mowers. Anything considered,
except Atco, including individual machines
and whole collections. Write to Michael
Duck, 1 Belmont Terrace, Shepton Beau-
champ, Somerset TA19 0JX.

Adverts can be submitted by filling in a form
on the Club website, this is by far the easist
method as it helps to ensure that all the nec-
essary information is provided. Adverts are
also welcome by post or phone and are free
of charge. Non members are denoted by a ‘#’.

ADVERTISEMENTS
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THE OLD LAWNMOWER COMPANY
Specialists in post-war Lawnmowers & Scythes (Atco, Dennis, Ransomes,

Suffolk, Webb, Allen)
SPARE PARTS    SALES    RESTORATION    OPERATION MANUALS

New blade sharpening kit now available!
See website for details: www.oldlawnmowers.co.uk

T: 07930 314187 Ivor Gregory (Old Lawnmower Club Member)

DENNIS Z TYPE SPARES
(former stock of Geoffrey Brooks)

Engine Parts - Piston Rings - Connecting Rods - Oil Pump Drive Gears
Cutting cylinders for 24” and 30” (not 36”) and bottom blades
Transmission Parts, second hand cylinders and rear rollers

hq@testvalleytrout.co.uk T: 01794 512453
Christopher Saunders-Davies (Old Lawnmower Club Member)

THE MOWER CENTRE
For all sorts of spare parts

Atco - Suffolk - Dennis - Villiers - JAP - Briggs & Stratton - Kohler
Gaskets - Piston Rings - Ignition Coils - Silencers - Cables - Petrol Taps - Oilers

Points - Condensers - Atco Kick Start Springs
Call Us For Our Mail Order Price List T: 01323 842477

John Cruse (Old Lawnmower Club Member)
themowercentrehailsham.com

SOUVENIRS/CLOTHING
Fleece £25
Most sizes available to order.

Sweatshirt £15
XS/Small/Medium/Large/X/L and XX/Large

Polo Shirt £14
XS/Small/Medium/Large/X/L and XX/Large

Pilot Shirt £14
15"/16"/17&1/2/18"/19"

Overalls £26
Reg Leg 31"
42"/44"/46"/48"/52"/54" Waist

Baseball cap £8.50

Car sticker (Round) £1

Sew on badge £5

Pin badge £2

Tape measure £3

Exhibit log sheet £0.10

Mug (2007) £5

Glass (2010) £5

Grassbox binder £6
(To fit smaller Grassbox magazine)

Spark plug NGK £4
Large type to fit most Villiers 2 strokes. Only
two left.

B&W Photo set £10

Ransomes van £5

Ransomes poster £1

Published by the Old Lawnmower Club. Email: olc@oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk
Printed by Murrays the Printers, Milton Keynes

Next Edition: Autumn 2015
Edition 93 - Summer 2015. Edited by William Proudfoot


